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go beck to chapter LiD a little bit afar. So, for next week, please be sure

and have 53 in really good shape. Now you know 53 actually begins with

52,12. Archbishop made a very bad oneixxxzkizg over there in making the

beginning of that particular chapter. 52:13 to 53:12 is the section that

chapter 53. I, the more preparation you do for it, the more we can

get out of it, because there is a tremendous a'nount./% We can spend a

semester on that one chapter, of course. It is tremdndously important, but
with

the more you have your mindl prepared for/questions, problems, and soy on,
you

the more we can get out of it. So, I hope that in the first place will take

the section 52:13 to 53:12, and go through it, first, I would sugest that

jou would draw for each phrase, each verse has Exz three or four phrases

üztz in it, three or four lines //(fr,, shall I say, thth it. It's a poetry.

Three or four lines, usually not over pour to a v8rse. If pu would list

each line, so many lines for each verse, a nd then look at this line, and

say that this tells us about the exaltation of the servart, D0es this

deal with exaltation of the servant, if it doesxt±, put-al small h in the

second column, the humili4tion of the servant. Does this deal with the

redeeming work of the servant? If it does, put an r in the third column L

it. If it doesn't deal with one of those, put an x on the fourth column.

If it has an x on the fourth column, then put a little discussion down

below with x , and tell what it does deal with, Put I believe %$% you will

fn that most of the material in 52: % 13 to x the end of 3 can be

incLded under or of these heads, and it will be very valuable for ou to see

what goes under which head, how it divides, because those are the great

ther!es, certainly are the exaltation of theservant, the humiliation

of the servant, the redemptive rk r the servant/ of the great things.
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